
This membership guideline is used by both existing members and new members of The Producer’s 
Perspective PRO. Its purpose is:

•  To provide the mission of the membership
•  To provide information on what you can expect of the membership

What is the Producer’s Perspective PRO? 
The Producer's Perspective PRO is an online training program, resource guide and active community for 
theatre professionals looking to advance their production or career.

Through a combination of online training courses taught by Tony Award-winning Broadway Producer Ken 
Davenport, monthly Live Office Hours Calls, weekly tips, monthly industry newsletters, and in person 
networking events, The Producer's Perspective PRO enables Writers, Producers, Actors, Directors, 
General Managers and other professionals to learn in the way that best suits their needs.

Our Mission
Here at The Producer's Perspective PRO, we're on a mission to help get 5000 shows produced by the 
year 2025.

And hopefully one of them is yours.

How are we going to do that?

We’re going to double down on our efforts to provide you with all the information, resources, as well as 
the specific steps you need to help get your shows onto the page and then onto a stage.

Respect
We are a thriving community, and with that, respect goes without saying. Relationships are key in our 
industry, so in order to maintain positive relationships with the Davenport Theatrical staff and other 
members of PRO, please be aware of the language you choose to use in all social posts and emails.

We're all in this together to create a welcoming environment. Let's treat everyone with respect.

Healthy debates are natural, but kindness is required.

Being part of this group requires mutual trust. Authentic, expressive discussions make groups great, but 
may also be sensitive and private. What's shared in the group should stay in the group.
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Collaboration
What makes a community amazing is when members are more focused on helping each other, than on 
helping themselves. Be as helpful as possible and everyone benefits!

Always Learning
We have a strong commitment to consistently push ahead. We offer a multitude of resources to learn 
from, but a major part of why our membership community is successful, is due to the passion and 
willingness of our members to learn even when we think we already have the answers we need.

We are:

•  Open to learning and developing

•  Accepting that no matter how good we are we can always improve

•  Constantly listening to feedback and ideas, and being ready to freely share our own experiences

Fresh Thinking
•  We're not scared of being different, we embrace it

•  We make ideas happen and we are excited share our successes

•  We inspire others to try new approaches

PRO Facebook Group Content
•  Don't take credit for anything that wasn't written or created by you or that breaks the law including 
     infringing copyright, database, intellectual property rights or trade mark legislation

•  Please make sure to keep postings and advertisements about personal projects to no more than 
     2 per week.

Our Community Rules
We all want to share ideas and knowledge and help each other. These are just a few simple rules to make 
sure that everyone can connect and collaborate in a safe and welcoming environment. Anyone that breaks 
these rules may be removed from the community at the discretion of the Davenport Theatrical staff. 
Please ensure that you understand and follow them. By joining and using The Producer's Perspective 
PRO, you have agreed to our Full Terms of Use.

*We reserve the right to update these guidelines at any time in the future with due notice.
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